
BLAST FROM THE PAST
Students in marching band explain their field show theme and what they do to prepare for the
performance
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As the students and parents in the stands cheerfully mingle with one another, the band is close
by, taking their places for their big half time performance. As they start to march onto the field,
the crowd begins to quiet down in preparation for the show. The band and dancers move in
unison on this cool September evening, as they find their position on the field. As the drum
major takes the stand, she scans the formation, making sure everyone is set. Once she is
positive the band is ready, she performs a brisk arm movement, and the show begins.

At every home football game, the marching band and dance team provide the halftime
entertainment for the crowd. They perform their field show with choreographed dancing and
music, which they have been preparing since the summer.

“So This year, our theme is the ‘80s,” Kinnick Tuttle (12) said. “We're playing ‘Back to the
Future,’ Journey, and ‘Stranger Things’ music since all of that is based in the ‘80s. We have
props in the back of our performance like a huge boombox, record players, CD tapes, and all
that kind of stuff.”

After having a couple of years now under their belt, as well as  time to become comfortable with
field show performances, the band program has decided it may be time to step outside of their
comfort zone and push themselves to higher limits. This is part of what inspired the idea for their
‘80s themed show.

“From talking with our directors, It seems like they wanted to do something more modern this
year,” drum major Zoey McBee (12) said. “ Last year, we did ‘Spellbound,’ and that was a really
fun show, but we kind of want to just step it up a little bit this year and do a more competitive
show. With ‘Stranger Things’ season four just coming out, they really wanted to tie that into the
show.”

By including the well known pop culture songs, the hope was that it would   draw more viewers
into the show. Butthe music is not the only aspect of the show. Along with the large props on the
field, the dance team also plays a major role in the story and visuals of the performance as a
whole.

“We have our field show costume and then this year we're doing another one over the top of it at
a certain point in the show,” dance team member Gabby LeDou (12) said. “At the ‘Stranger
Things’ part, we have a different costume to look like we are in the upside down.”.

The dance team looks the part, but their flag work and choreography are the real stars. The
dancers practice alongside the band daily to assure that that their performance is as clean as



possible and to help achieve the goal of transporting their viewers to the ‘80s.

Though it may not sound that rigorous, preparing and putting together a well organized and
entertaining show with multiple moving parts takes a lot of time and commitment.

“We practice every morning from 7 a.m. to the end first hour, except for Thursdays,” McBee
said. “Then we have Tuesday night sectionals and those run from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Then
Mondays are kind of like our review days, and then Tuesdays we set and drill. Finally,
Wednesday is our block, so we get to go over pregame and everything like that.”

Having a vision of what the show should look like, then putting in the time and effort to make the
show happen is what separates the good performances from the great ones. Students involved
in marching band are expected to have this mindset, but that doesn’t come without a challenge.

“The physical marching part isn't bad, a lot of it is memory because you have to do the whole
thing memorized,” Tuttle said. “So it's just consistency, making sure that you're remembering
everything and piecing everything together. It's a really big time commitment to make sure you
get everything right.”

With all of the moving parts in the show, it is vital that all the small details are executed. This is
where McBee’s role as the drum major becomes very important.

“So in the performance, we have a lot of different factors that go on and I think that the drum
majors are just one of those things that stay the same,” McBee said. “So it's my job to keep time
in making sure that everybody knows where we are. There's a lot of mental communication
versus physical communication, and knowing where we are in the show and everything like
that.”

Despite the many hours that go into practicing for their performances, the band and dance team
are rewarded by getting to see their hard work pay off when all the pieces of their show fall into
place and they make their vision a reality.

“I think my favorite part about being Drum Major is just leading something that I'm really
passionate about,” McBee said. “It's really nice to see the freshmen fall in love with something
that I did my freshman year. And then my favorite part about being part of the field show is
probably just the adrenaline and like the happiness after when we have a really good
performance.”

Landon Griffith (12)- “So during that climb, we were all just tryna focus on getting the
recommended steps in. In that picture right there, I was trying to focus on what I was climbing



for, who I was climbing for, what firefighters did that day, and what all public service did that day.
Public service is something that we strive for and something that we want to provide the
community. We’re willing to put our lives on the risk for it.”


